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Abstract
We describe a new approach to adaptive system
construction, based on our belief that there are no
one-way functions in biology (for example, no sensor is
a one-way input device, and no effector is a one-way
output device). We choose to mimic the fact that all
biological systems have many active processing loops
running at all times (at various different time and space
scales), and all of them both produce and consume
data. We wanted to see how far this notion can carry
us towards highly adaptive computational systems, in
combination with computational reflection and certain
other biological principles of organization. We show
that it carries us surprisingly far, by describing a system
architecture that uses it as a fundamental organizing
principle. We define what active loop programming
is, show how it provides enormous flexibility in a
software-intensive system, and show how it can be
implemented with Wrappings.
Keywords: Self-Adaptive Systems; Biological
Principles; Active Loop Programming; Computational
Reflection; Wrapping Infrastructure

1.

Introduction

Biological systems have remarkable robustness and
adaptability, and software-intensive computing system
designers have been trying to isolate and replicate the
principles of organization for a very long time. It
has emerged that computational reflection [33] is one
important principle of organization, but there hasn’t
been much study of or even agreement about the
others, and they don’t seem to cover the computing
design space sufficiently to inform a complete system
design.
The result is that many approaches are
forced into using superficial architectural observations
or computing system design methods instead of
organizational principles derived from biology.
In this paper, we try a different approach to
programming computational systems to provide the
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expected level of adaptability. We take feedback loops
as the fundamental programming and processing unit,
reflection as a fundamental organizing principle, and
see how far those choices can be pushed towards
implementation. We use Wrappings for the parts that
seem to be more explicitly algorithmic, and identify
the next set of important challenges in applying and
extending the approach. We do not pretend to have all
the answers here, just a set of choices and decisions
that seems very different from the usual adaptive
architectures, and very intriguing in its possibilities.
In this approach, sensors and effectors are always
two-way communication, so none of them is passive
or ballistic. System activity at this level of detail
is continuous. Sensors always adjust themselves to
ambient conditions (for the sensor), and effectors
always provide feedback about their conditions, such
as resistance to motion. Computational reflection
is implemented by having reflection sensors, which
collect the computational steps performed, not the
corresponding data. There are also reflection effectors,
which can change those computational steps.
All processing is performed in loops, and
all interaction is performed by two-way usually
synchronous connections between loops (for example,
the reflection sensors have connections to the loops they
sense, the reflection effectors have connections to the
loops they change, etc.). Loops can occur at different
levels of resolution (and therefore timing),
All parts of the system can have associated monitors,
that examine the data or process at hand, perform
context-based inference and situation modeling to build
higher-level models of the situation or behavior, and
then operate goal-based decision processes to determine
what to do in a given situation. All of these elements
will be described in the rest of the paper.
We start in Section 2 with the relevant biological
background, then describe the Wrapping infrastructure
that provides much of the flexibility and top-down
organization in Section 3.
Then we describe in Section 4 how loop
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programming can lead to highly adaptive systems
reflecting those biological and computational principles,
and define our current approach to and progress in loop
programming in Section 5.
Finally, in Section 6 we describe several of
the important challenges that remain in defining
loop programming as a suitable paradigm for
implementing complex software-intensive systems,
and in understanding how it can lead to systems that
are more adaptive, more usefully autonomous, and
that have better robustness properties than many other
approaches.

2.

Biological Considerations

In this Section, we describe some of the biological
principles that can used [12] [34], and begin to describe
how we expect to use them [31] [9].
The start of our biological background description
is some results and speculations from theoretical
neurobiology [8], that explain how to consider
movement and motor processes as having essentially
the same overall organization and structure as language
processes. That is, from the very earliest and simplest
animals, there are layers of representational mechanisms
(i.e., symbol systems) that abstract the external situation
into an internal situation that may be more stable, more
persistent, and more easily processed internally, and in
turn converting those internal processes into external
behavior. These layers of symbol systems provide
a very flexible scheme for representation of events,
observations, decisions, intentions, and actions.
In fact, we go further than this notion. We believe
that to be an animal on this planet requires some basic
adaptability: the ability to sense the environment (to
some distance), to choose a course of action (among
several or many), and the ability to not persist in a
course of action that is not succeeding. This simple
kind of adaptability is to be able to choose a response
or behavior from a given set of alternatives (we do not
mean “choose” here as an explicit decision process, only
as the existence of mechanisms that inhibit or prevent all
courses of action but one).
We want a stronger kind of adaptability than that.
We want the system to be able to create new choices to
make the set of alternatives larger.
The next notion is that feedback loops occur at many
time and space scales [6] [2] [47] [7], and that this
activity powers essentially all local processing. It is this
notion that we have taken as the fundamental organizing
principle that defines our approach in this paper. The
rest of the paper is about what else is needed to make this
notion viable as a basis for highly adaptable systems.

The next issue is that of variation. Adaptation
requires something that can be changed, and adaptability
requires a wide enough set of choices to be available at
decision time. These “variation spaces” [4] [34] need to
be generated in context, based on the current situation
and the capabilities of the resources that are available.
Moreover, those capabilities will also be limited by
the details of the situation and the specific resource
limitations. These “controlled sources of variation”
[12] [30] [10] underlie our approach to movement
(i.e., motor control) in our autonomous systems. In
particular, we do not model a behavior as a “course
of action”, but instead as a fat trajectory (a swath
through a space of allowed variation), tuned according
to context and situation. These large families of related
specialized movement configurations [34] are the key
to another aspect of system behavior, merging [4].
When the system has multiple possible actions, these
fat trajectories can often be partially or wholly merged,
to produce a new, more restricted set of trajectories (a
“thinner” fat trajectory), that can be refined into actual
actions. This process requires arbitration and selection
only when the merging trajectories conflict, and allows
multiple parallel activities when they do not. Similar
research is being conducted in cognitive science [18]
[17] [19], and we expect to apply those methods here.
Another aspect of the use of explicit representational
mechanisms is a set of theorems that we call the “Get
Stuck” theorems [29], that basically imply that systems
in complex environments will need to change their
own representations of their environment (to emphasize
certain aspects and downplay others), in order for their
reasoning processes to keep up with persistent changes
in the environment. Since the observed environment of
these systems also includes the system internal behavior
(to some level of detail), these symbol system change
processes are also needed for the system to maintain
currency with its own models of its own behavior.
Finally, all systems are constrained by what their
sensors and internal processing can tell them [39], and
all cooperative system architectures are about how the
components make agreements on what subset of their
capabilities will be used in the combination architecture
[38].
These principles have been used in part or in
combination for several kinds of system architecture
and constructions using an integration mechanism called
“Wrappings” [30] [34] [35] which we describe next.

3.

Wrapping Software Infrastructure

The Wrapping integration infrastructure is a
knowledge-based approach to integration of disparate
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resources in a complex software-intensive system [5]
[32] [33] [28]. Instead of defining the details here, we
list a few of the properties; many of the references have
more details.
The Problem Posing interpretation of programs is
based on an important change of attitude in system
design and implementation [33]. It is a declarative
interpretation that can be applied to any programming
or design language, and we believe that it affords a
clearer way to interpret the expressions of all programs.
The basic idea is to consider the code that usually gets
written as defining a “resource” that provides some
kind of “information service” in response to a “posed
problem”, and then keep the problems available in the
code along with the solutions. This separation of clients
from servers has become interesting and useful in larger
units (clients and servers are typically entire programs),
but we believe that it is important also for smaller
units, as far down as one wants to gain the associated
flexibilities.
Thus, programs interpreted in this style do not “call
functions”, “issue commands”, or “send messages”;
they “pose problems” (these are information service
requests).
Program fragments are not written as
“functions”, “modules”, or “objects” that do things;
they are written as “resources” that can be “applied” to
problems (these are information service providers).
Because we separate the problems from the
applicable resources, we can use very much more
flexible mechanisms for connecting them than simply
using the same name. We have chosen in Wrappings
to use a knowledge base [33] that maps problems
in context to resource applications, and shown that
this choice leads to some interesting flexibilities [36]
[37], including such properties as software reuse
without source code modification and system upgrades
by incremental migration instead of version based
replacement.
A Wrapping-Based system has two main conceptual
components: the Wrapping Knowledge Base (WKB),
which contains a set of context-dependent mappings
from problems (information service requests) to
resources (information service providers), and the
Problem Managers (PMs), that organize the system by
interpreting the Wrappings.
It is a fundamental assumption we make that ALL
system activity occurs as responses to problems posed
by users (if any) or parts of the system. The coordination
of these activities is managed by the PMs using the
WKBs. The PMs come in many flavors, so we describe
just the simplest ones here.
The default generic Coordination Manager (CM) is
the heartbeat that keeps the system running. In this

simplest case, problems are assumed to be posed and
treated sequentially, as shown in the loop on the left
side of Figure 1: After some initial context is collected
(generally from invocation parameters or design-time
preset values), the CM cycles through three steps: “Pose
Problem”, to solicit or create a problem to consider,
“Study Problem”, to address the problem according to
the current context, and “Assimilate Results”, to map
those results back into whatever context changes are
warranted. The CM is analogous to the “read-eval-print”
loop of almost all variants of LISP, and is clearly of
the same class as the common activity loops in other
applications [2] [47] [15] [25] [20]. The important
difference with other activity loops is that these steps
are not functions; they are posed problems, treated in
exactly the same way through the Wrappings as any
other, with different appropriate resources in different
contexts (this is how a Wrapping-based system can
choose different processing methods for the same
problem in different contexts).
Find Context
Assimilate Results

CM
Pose Problem

Study Problem
Match Resources
Resolve Resources

SM
Select Resource
Adapt Resource
Advise Poser
This step invokes
the resource to do
whatever it does

Apply Resource
Assess Results

Figure 1. CM and SM Steps

The main part of the problem interpretation process
is to map the posed problem into the application of a
resource in the current context. The default generic
resource that is to be selected for “Study Problem”
is the Study Manager (SM), which is a planner that
organizes the resource applications shown on the right
side of the Figure. The CM and SM interact as shown
schematically in the Figure.
The default generic SM steps are also posed
problems, for which we expect the selected resources to
identify appropriate resources for the current problem
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in the current context (“Match Resources”), filter
them through the context conditions and create a
resource application via negotiation with the problem
characteristics (“Resolve Resources”), choose one of
the remaining applicable resources (“Select Resource”),
adapt it as needed (“Adapt Resource”), and announce
what is about to happen (“Advise Poser”). After all
that, the next steps are to apply the resource (“Apply
Resource”) and assess its success or failure (“Assess
Results”). This is clearly a simple-minded planner, and
if an application has a better notion of what kind of
planning is needed, that planner can be added to the
resources, with WKB entries that specify under what
context conditions to use it. In this same way, every part
of the infrastructure can be selected at run time, with the
default PMs used only to get started.
It can be ssen that there are no privileged resources;
any part of the infrastructure can be replaced (or
superseded) at run time, all processing of the Wrappings
is explicit, and those processes are also resources, also
have Wrappings, and are therefore also replaceable.
This is what makes Wrappings ideal for studying
infrastructure [28]: it makes no assumptions about the
processes and their purposes. Finally, any part of the
decision processes that will not change (because, for
example, the set of resources for a particular system
is fixed) can be compiled out so that there is no
performance hit.
There are a few guidelines for building a
Wrapping-based system [32], one of which is to
use a systematic system engineering method [27], such
as the Scenario-Based Engineering Process [42] [43]
[44], to go from expectations to responsibilities to
activities, and then to identify the activities as problems.
We have also used Wrappings to implement
self-modeling systems [36] [37] , that is, systems that
have a model of their own behavior that they interpret to
produce that behavior. That means they have access to
their own processing mechanisms, and can change them.

4.

Adaptive Systems Architecture

In this Section, we describe our approach to adaptive
system architectures via active loop programming (and
Wrappings). The next Section describes some of the
actual loop programming attitudes and properties.
Because the environment of essentially any system
is dynamic and uncontrollable, it seems to us that
any kind of generic viability means that the system
operation must include a cycle of interaction with
that environment. Such a cycle will need to include
determination of something about the environment,
making some kind of responsive decision, and then

acting within that environment. This ubiquity of loops
(implicitly defined by chemical processes or explicitly
defined in programming languages) is what stimulated
this research investigation.
Similarly, any generic kind of adaptability means
that the system is constructed of components of
functionality, and that it can move and reconnect
components in different configurations, possibly even
create new components or component groups.

4.1.

Activity Loops

There have been many proposals for fundamental
activity in systems embedded in the world (autonomous
systems, reflective computational systems, autonomic
systems, etc.), of which we mention only a few (see
[11] for further discussion). Each of them has some
useful hints about the activity selection problem, and is
completely capable of explaining some kinds of activity.
Each of them describes a cycle of learning something
about the environment and then doing something to it.
Perhaps the most common is the activity loop
inherent in the operation of the programming language
LISP
• READ = get input expression from user;
• EVAL = compute value of expression;
• PRINT = display value to user.
This loop is made quite explicit in LISP [1], but
it is implicit in almost every programming language,
with READ being generalized to “accept a command
from the user or another source”, EVAL to “do what
the command requires”, and PRINT to “change the
display or output accordingly”. However, very few
programming languages provide access to that loop so
it can be changed.
Perhaps the most famous explicit loop not in a
programming language is the OODA loop defined in
military strategy writing [54] (which is actually derived
from a much earlier source in manufacturing called the
Shewhart or Deming cycle, which ultimately derives
from the scientific method as described by Francis
Bacon [3]), which partitions all activity into four steps:
• OBSERVE = determine what is around you that
requires you to act;
• ORIENT = determine what is your situation;
• DECIDE = decide what to do;
• ACT = do it.
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These are our own versions of the definitions; there are
many others to be found in the military and business
strategy literature. There are a number of issues with
this and many other forms of the OODA loop (such
as the adaptations called CADE = collect, analyze,
decide, act, or MAPE = monitor, analyze, plan, execute
for “autonomic” systems [14] [55] [13]), among which
are that all steps require both decision and selection
processes. We do not think this loop description
is adequate for highly adaptable systems, primarily
because it is too fixed in its expectations of activity at
each step, even if it is stacked up recursively as the next
one is. Similarly, while most kinds of adaptive control
methods use multiple levels, with upper levels inferring
models and changing lower level parameters, very few
of them have any reflection at the top level.
A different approach is more suited to autonomous
computing systems. The ELF = Elementary Loop of
Functioning [2] [47] divides the cycle into the following
steps:
• SP = sensory processing,
• WM = world modeling,
• VJ = value judgment,
and
• BG = behavior generation,
with the interaction between the agent and the
environment occurring between BG and SP (generated
behavior affects the environment, which in turn is
detected by the sensors, to complete the cycle). It is
assumed that these processes are continuously active,
and that there are different instances of the cycle
with different scopes and different scales of interaction
(different scope means different ranges of interaction,
like different senses or boundaries of attention, and
different scale means different resolutions, so different
frequencies or minimal indistinguishable stimuli).
The GFACS model [45] [46] is not strictly an
activity loop, but we mention it for its decomposition
of decisions into three usefully distinguishable parts:
G = Grouping, FA = Focussing Attention, and CS
= Combinatorial Search (with no fixed assumption
of ordering among them). Grouping is a kind of
simplification to identify essential commonalities as
features (or re-expressing the space in a way more
conducive to the search). Focussing is a way to ignore
all inessential features and regions of a large search
space (reducing the scope and the resolution). Search
is just looking through the remaining (reduced) set of
choices.

With these notions as background, and the fact that a
Wrapping-based system has a fundamental processing
loop built into it (the “Coordination Manager” [33]
[36] [37] , we decided to consider whether, instead
of implementing this or that activity loop in a series
of ordinary programming steps, perhaps we could
implement all of the program in terms of a fundamental
loop construction.

4.2.

Reflective Systems

We still want to insist on reflection, and on making
the system anticipatory, not merely reactive, since
reactive systems are way too slow for a complex
environment. Anticipation of environmental changes
and necessary responses requires a kind of self-training
via anticipatory exploration and response computation,
and it means that response computation does not need
to occur in real time, only situation recognition (mostly:
unforeseen situations and unexpected failures can only
be partly prepared for).
The anticipatory exploration is done via simulations
for prospective action evaluation. It uses multiple
parallel hypotheses, all evaluated and some abandoned
(like “Intention movements” in animal behavior),
and some possibly merged (when possible). This
process may include superficial simulation for quick
decisions; these can also be trained. Training is
about elaborating responses to recognizable situations,
with explicit recognition criteria, and then recording
the responses as adaptive behavior units, so that they
need not be recomputed when they are needed, only
initiated and monitored. More extensive training will
provide better and more effective responses (more
contingencies accepted and addressed, quicker activity
decision criteria, etc.).

4.3.

Active Loops

A system having reflexes and reactions at various
speeds means it has feedback loops at various levels of
detail. When this is extended to include all processing,
it is called a “loop” architecture. The question we are
exploring here is whether loop architectures can provide
sufficient flexibility to make them a good candidate for
self-adaptive systems.
Sets of loops are inherently decentralized, since
the only interactions are through connections (and the
only interferences are through resources). The main
difficulty with distribution is that coordination processes
are required to bring things back together [33].
We are interested in applying the notion of merging
to these systems, but this kind of conceptual dynamics,
with fat trajectories and operational variation has a
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simple problem: the software world structure is crunchy
(completely discrete), whereas the real world is mostly
smooth, with bifurcations and a few discontinuities.
Moreover, chaos is a long-term phenomenon, not a
short-term one. The result is that we can easily imagine
merging of activity in the world, but it is much harder to
organize it to operate internally.
A connection is not just a stimulus - response
relationship.
We have to include more in every
connection:
sequence modeling, sequence with
attribute modeling processes (swamp), inference and
improvement of model structure, surprises and model
adjustment, sensor tuning, sensor replication and
domain separation, then we can even consider the
meta-system transition (a method for elaborating a
complex organization in time [52] [53], though our
description below is much more operational than is
found in these references). There is an issue of how
to identify and compute higher levels of abstraction
(more complex structures derived from observation and
reasoning), which involves continual monitoring of the
environment (or any of the system components under
observation) [16] [50].
Another aspect requiring continual monitoring [50]
is unanticipated adaptation, which can take the form of
partial behavioral reflection (which can be programmer
specified at compile time, as in the meta-object protocol
[23]), unanticipated partial behavioral reflection, which
must be operator specified at run time (when there is an
operator), and does not require any preparation of the
code, and is correspondingly limited in capability.
What about goals? Satisfaction of goals needs to
have a lot of flexibility to be adaptive.
How does the system map goals into actions? If
we take top-level goals to be problems posed at the
highest level of purpose for the system, and all goals
to be problems posed at some level, then this is actually
another context-dependent mapping (i.e., a Wrapping).
How do we describe what loops do, so the system
can pick and choose the right ones for the task at hand?
How does the system determine the task at hand? How
does it activate a loop (or is that a contradiction, since
the loops are always active, and in that case, what does
it mean to choose one)?
For example, for GFACS [2] [47], grouping and
combinatorial search are easy, but what is and how
do we do focus of attention? Especially since lots of
activities are always going on at the same time?
Like what kinds of activities?
Maintenance
and monitoring processes, integration, inference and
modeling processes, alarm and warning processes (these
cause a change of attention); these are the autonomic
processes that are mostly (or entirely) independent of

purpose.
Higher-level control of lower-level processes can
also be implemented this way, but the control
processes are chosen instead of autonomic; the selection
preferences are carried out using context-dependent
mappings. In our opinion, the best way to get this
generality of processing is to use straightforward default
Wrapping processes at the highest levels, and all the rest
loops (though we are working on making the default
Wrapping processes into active loops also).
Problems are used to select resources, which have
inputs and outputs, or connections that include both.
This is a classic Wrappings style of behavior. [33].

5.

Active Loop Programming

In this Section, we start to define what loop
programming needs to be, partly by analogy and partly
by definitions. It contains many important questions
about scope and semantics, which we are actively
working to resolve.
All processing is based on active loops. Each loop
has one or more connections, generally to other loops,
through which data flows in both directions (in two
specified and fixed data spaces). The insistence of
two-way communication is much like the original Petri
Nets [49] [22], but we allow a higher level of abstraction
in these connections. We generally expect synchronous
communication (between two communicating entities),
but have provisions for the (presumably rare) case of
asynchronous data movement (interrupts and open loop
messages).
We also want all connections to be local and all data
transfer across a connection instantaneous, so we need to
consider what processes perform transport. We take the
simplest road for now: every loop can be a transporter,
that is, loops can have connections that are remote from
each other.
The unit of activity is called a token, and represents a
set of types, structures, and values. Several tokens may
be active in the same loop.
For example, a function is like an activity loop with
one connection, and a waiting protocol. A re-entrant
function can have several tokens in different stages of
execution.
The difference between a loop and an object is that
the loop sequences the methods (only considers them in
a certain order), while an object can get method calls
in any order. This may seem to be a restriction, but it
allows us to orchestrate sequences of operations that are
extremely hard to identify in object oriented programs.
A loop is a simple closed curve in a conceptual
space, with data traveling along the curve, and fixed
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connection points marked. Sensors and effectors are just
loops whose connections go to the outside environment,
across the local system or subsystem boundary (it means
ALL sensing is active, and ALL action has immediate
feedback, even if it isn’t very much data). Data that is
input at one connection is processed with the local state
to create data that may be output on the next connection.
The local state is what circulates in the loop. One
loop can have several local state instances (called
“tokens”), denoting active processing within the loop.
It is assumed to have a locally fixed data type, which
can change from one connection to the next (i.e., each
segment of the loop has a fixed data type for the
tokens that traverse it). It is affected by the input for
persistence, and can be used to create the output.
There is no necessary relationship between the
number of local states and the number of connections
(though the number of states has to be positive for
anything to happen), and there is no presumption that
the tokens are in different parts of the loop. The loop is
like a reentrant program; the states are like the process
instances.
There also need to be rules for creating new tokens
and combining them.
Each loop has a characteristic time scale, but they
are not assumed to be periodic (though they can be with
appropriate protocols at each connection).

5.1.

Connections

Two loops can interact through a common
connection (inputs and outputs connected like
graph incidences, with specified protocols for data
movement), or interfere through common resource
requirements (common processing or storage resources,
with arbitration and time-sharing rules).
It is especially important for programming that
EVERY “wait for data” step in any of the protocols
have a fairly short timeout with default data or a failure
indicator, to prevent deadlocks, as well as a “how fast is
this happening” meta-step with criteria for what is too
fast, to prevent runaway event cascades.
The way connections are defined is based on an
existing communication protocol definition notation
called com [26] , that was in turn based on theoretical
work on the semantics of concurrency [48] [21]. Each
connection has a well-defined data type in each direction
(there is no need for them to agree), and a notion
that the connection is synchronous (both sides wait for
connection offers) or asynchronous (neither side waits,
and there are default values). Details can be found in the
references.

5.2.

Loop Operation

A loop is like the program source code, and the
token is like the executing process. Among the available
process steps are creating loop tokens (need to refer
to the loop in which the token is expected to operate),
and terminating the current token. The system can also
create new loops by incorporating specified files (as can
be done with Wrappings), and there are a few ways to
create loops during execution time.
One process for spontaneously creating new loops
is called factoring. when any state gets large enough
(with a processing time based threshold derived from
the first “Get Stuck” theorem) [29], The loop is split
into two: the state is split into a quotient and remainder
(the quotient is an abstraction of the large state, and the
remainder a kind of coset).
The new loop is spun off with the abstracted state,
and a longer time cycle, and the loops have connections
to each other, so that when the “remainder” gets away
from the corresponding quotient item (think of it as a
kind of abstract counting), it will meet the new loop for
a state update (in both directions remember). Also, any
connections in the original loop are also factored into
connections for the separate ones.
There are a number of operations on and in loops.
We mentioned above the need for coordination. This
is accomplished by explicit coordinating processes that
are loops with multiple connections to the loops being
coordinated. Then these coordinative loops can also
have connections to provide other higher-level loops
with summaries or analyses.
We have emphasized computational reflection in
all of our discussions. This begins with a simple
internal sensor that provides a sequence of operations
in a “reflective” connection, not the usual sequence of
data values (this process argues for simple operations
within the loops). Then all other sensor monitoring and
analysis processes can be applied to it.
This kind of reflection for processes us called
“behavioral reflection” [50] [51], and we often make the
engineering decision not to activate all of the reflection
loops, which is called “partial behavioral reflection”.
To make reflection useful, the system also requires
various kinds of summaries to be provided to other
processes. There are integration and inference processes
that allow values to be considered at different scales,
and with different smoothers. That means that there
are always a whole stack of loops with different scales,
related by integration or inference.
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5.3.

Other Mechanisms

Instead of describing the current state of our research
in the other mechanisms we expect to use, we will list
them and describe what we expect to get from them.
These systems will require processes for event
identification and event pattern detection, especially in
the context of a noisy environment. These systems
will need to be able to compute some analog of
“abstraction”, to get the appropriate level of generality
in their models of environmental behavior (it should be
noted that even at this detail, flexibility and adaptation
will be needed in the very representational mechanisms
used). This expectation leads directly to the notion
of semiotic boundary [9], a fundamental concept in
semiotics [46] [19], which treats the creation and use
of symbols in computing systems.
Designing these systems will require a good set
of flexible models of conceptual domains [35], and
different methods for adapting them in different
directions in different contexts [52] [53].
The Wrappings approach has mappings from the
abstract problems to the concrete resources, as managed
by context conditions. For these systems to reach
the level of adaptation we desire, they will also
have to be able to make the reverse mapping (to a
certain extent), abstracting the observed behavior into
descriptive models.
These systems will need access to the models and to
the model interpreters. Remember, declarative programs
do not DO anything; they depend on the behavior
of an interpreter to make them active (and different
interpreters can lead to different behavior, even if the
declarations are taken to be logical statements). The
Wrapping approach was specifically designed with this
requirement in mind.
The kind of programming notations that will be
useful for active loop programming are different from
most existing kinds of notation, since a component is not
just a set of specific structures, but a behavior generated
from cooperating loops (it is like the APIs are much
more complex than in most programming languages).
The compositional structure of these loops also needs to
be defined, and the possibility of verifying a complex
loop programs will lead to new techniques.
This section is a smattering of hard research and
engineering questions that we are presently trying to
address.

6.

Challenges and Speculations

It should be clear that there are many unanswered
questions in this approach. In this Section, we describe

what we think is hard, and what we think is easy
(actually, none of it is easy, except that the Wrapping
infrastructure is already well developed for this kind of
flexibility and adaptation [36] [37]).
According to [40], there are four essential attributes
to a self-adaptive system roadmap:
• design space for adaptive solutions;
• processes development, deployment, operation,
maintenance, evolution;
• decentralization (of specific research topics);
• practical run-time verification and validation.
The first requirement is to construct or adapt
development methods, techniques, and tools, which will
require different classes of decisions [14]:
• modeling dimensions (our conceptual domains);
• requirements
utilization);

(on

behavior

and

resource

• make feedback control loops more explicit (we do
not think these are the right kind of loop);
• assurance (of behavior).
Then there are four essential attribute challenges,
some of which are addressed by Wrappings:
• design
space
for
adaptive
representation,
observation,
identification, adaptation;

solutions:
control,

• processes development, deployment, operation,
maintenance, evolution:
software system
engineering;
• decentralization: MAPE = Monitor, Analyze,
Plan, and Execute (this is a rehashed and
redirected OODA loop [54], as almost all activity
loops are), with interacting control loops ;
• practical run-time verification and validation .
These challenges are well-handled in Wrapping-based
systems [10] [11], but this application context imposes
more stringent expectations.
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